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　　　　　　　　　And　so　I　［Steinbeek］　will　しell　them　【Steinbeck’s　two　sons】　one　of
　　　　the　greatest，　perhaps　Ule　greatest　story　of　al1－－　the　story　of　good　and
　　　　evil，　of　strength　and　wea㎞ess，　of　love　and　haしe，　of　beauty　and　ugliness．
　　　　　‘；，
John　Steinbeck　（1902～68）wantedしo　pass　down　the　history　of　his　familyしo　his
two　sons，　Tom　and　John．　This　desire皿otivaしed　him　to　wriしe　East　of　Eden（1952）．
East　of　Eden　is　the　work　Steinbeck　devoted　all　his　energy　しo，　so　皿uch　so
that，　conceming　its　various　the皿esダhe　notes　in　his　diary　that　itThere　is
nothing　beyond　this　book　［East　of　Eden】一一　　nothing　follows　it．　It　皿ust
con頃n　all　in　the　world工㎞o甘and　it　must　have　everyt．hing蜘it　of　which　I
am　capable＿．”｛2，　Na皿ely，　in　East　of　Eden　Ulere　are　contrastS　such　as　good
and　evi1，　strength　and　wea㎞ess，10ve　and　hate，　beauty　and　ugliness，　and
others　as　welL
The皿ovie　version　of　East　of　Eden　was　produced　in　1955；Elia　Kazan　directed　it
and　James　Dean　starred　as　Cal　Trask　in　it．工t　is　only　Uhe　last　one　Uhird　of
Ule　novel　Ulaしwas皿ade　int◎a皿ovie。　The　leading　character　is　Cal　Trask　and
Ule　other　central　figures　are　his　fat　ler　Adamr　his　broUler　Aron　and　Aron「s
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girlfriend　Abra．（3，　Neither　Sa皿uel　Hamilton　nor　a　Chinese　servanしLee　apPear，
alUhough　しhey　play　a　very　import．ant　role　in　the　novel．　A　wicked　woman，　Cathy
（Kate）who　is　called　a　tt皿onsteft　also　apPears　in　the　background．
In　this　paper，　I　would　like　to　take　note　of　the　Trasks　and　Abra　and　discuss
the　dissimilarities　between　the　novel　and　the皿ovie　fro皿the　viewpointof　their
personalities　and　relationships．　Moreover，工would　like　to　study　which　of　the
several・in・themes　the皿ovie　version　East　of　Eden　in　partieular　have　apPeal．
Chapter　1
工n　　this　chapter，　I　would　　like　　to　point　out　Ule　　dissimilaritユes　in　　the
characters’personalities　and　their　relationships．
Firstユy，　I　will　consider　Cal　and　Aron．「PheY　are　しwins　but　very　differenし　from
each　other；　if　anything，　we　皿ay　saY　that　Cal’s　personality　is　quite　opposite
to　Aτon’s－－　Cal　is　a　bad　boy　and　Aron　is　a　good　one．　I　will　begin　with
t．rying　to　understand　Ulem　as　Uhey　are　described　in　the　novel．
Cal　does　and　thinks　bad　things　as　he　confessesしo　his　faしher：
　　　　　　　　　nYou’re　saying　you　do　and　think　badしhings！’
　　　　　　　　　CaYs　cheeks　reddened．　uWellt　I　do。”
　　　　　　　　　ttVery　bad　Ulinqs？”
　　　　　　　　　”Yes，　sir。　Do　you　want　me　toしell？”（Chap．39r　p。455》‘4｝
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To　puしit　concretely，　Cal　skips　schooユto　follow　Cathy　（Kaしe）and　he　is　out　on
the　town　laしe　at　nighし．　Besides，　he　is　always　up　しo　sometユlinq：　he　observes
others　with　co皿posure　and　dexterously　probes　into　whaしhe　want．s　to　know　or　to
make　sure．（5）　He　takes　advant．age　of　oしhers”weaknesses．　c　6）　In　addition，　he　is
nasty　to　dron；he　cheat5，　fools　and　handles　A－on　as　he　want」3・〔？）The　following
passage　puts　in　a　nutshell　what　Cal　is　like：
He　［Ca1】　was　quick　and　sure　and　secret。　Even　though　he　皿ay　have
tried，　he　could　not　conceaユhis　cle▽emess，　Adults　were　impressed
with　what　see皿ed　to　the皿　a　precocious　maturity，　and　they　were　a
little　frighしened　at　it　しoo．　No　one　liked　Cal　very　much　and　yet
everyone　was　touched　with　fear　of　hi皿and　through　fear　wiUI　respecし
＿　He　was　regarded　as　thick－skinned　and　insensitive－－　even　cruel．
（Chap．36，　p．422）
On　Ule　other　hand，　Aron　is　good－－　really　good’　he　never　does　or　thinks　bad
しhings．　He　studies　hard　and　does　noしgo　near　the　gambling　houses　and　brothels．
He　is　obedient　to　his　father　and　tender　with　Cal．　Moreover，　he　is　very　pure　by
nature　and　so皿ewhat　si皿ple一皿inded，　and　therefore　he　hardly　has　doubt　abouし
others’　speech　and　behavior．　He　holds　good　in　　high　　estee皿　and　has　a
detesしation　of　evil．　Aron　is　liked　by　everyone．
As　we　have　discussed　above，　t．here　is　very　great　difference　beしween　Cal　and
Aron　in　the　novel．　However，　their　difference　is　noし　so　conspicuous　in　Ule
皿ovie　as　it　is　in　the　novel．　Let　us　now　study　Cal　and　Aron　in　the　movie．
It　is　true　t血at　Cal　is　badly－behaved　in　t血e皿ovie　too：he　stays　out　overnighし
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without　permission，　drinks，　steals　a　coal　chut．e　and　so　on・Added　to　these，　he
someti皿es　takes　an　undesirable　atUtude　toward　his　faUher　and　brother．　For
example，　he　disturbs　Aron　and　Abra　when　theY　whisper　words　of　love　しo　each
oUler　in　the　iceh◎use，　and　aユso　he　disobeys　hiS．　father　and　reads　しhe　verse
numbers　even　Uhough　he　is　told　to　read　the　Bible　aloud　without　reacling　them。
Howevert　Ulere　are　no　scenes　where　Cal　cheats，　fools　or　manipulaしes　Aron．　On
the　contxaryr　he　tries　to　protecし　Aron　from　danger．　As　soon　as　the　Uniしed
Sしaしes　enしers　World　War　1，　the　ciしizens　of　Salinas　begin　to　皿ake　a　personal
attack　on　Mr．　Aユbrecht　who　is　Ger皿an．　On　a　festival　nighしthey　mob　hi皿　saying
that　he　is　pro－German，　because　he　contradictS　the　report　t．hat　the　Ger皿an　army
has　com皿itted　cruelties　in　Uhe　war．　Aron　t．ries　tρstop　them　but　they　seize　hi皿
by　the　collar，　when　Cal　steps　in　between　Aron　and　the　citizens　in　order　to
help虹on．　Cal　c工加b8　dom　t血e　Ferris　wheel　regard工ess　of　his　own　safety　and
rushes　to　Aron．　Buし　unforしunat．elyt　Caユ’s　act　results　in　a　scuffユe．　Afしer　Uhe
scuffle　is　settユed　by　Sheriff　Quinn，　Aron　blames　the　scuffle　on　Cal－　Cal　get£
angry　at　his　words　and　gives　hi皿　a　few　punches　in　the　face．　He　has　wanted　to
helP　Aron，　not　to　start　a　scuffle．　He　later　feels　great　regret　at　having
knocked　do冊　Aron　and　expresses　his　regret　to　Abra　with　his　face　full　of
anguish：
Ca1：　1’皿　sort迅　twisted．
　　　　hard？｛8，
Why　工　did　hit　Aron？　Why　did　I　hit　him　so
Regret　occupies　his　mind皿ore　than　wiUh　a　rage◎f　grief　against　afon　who　does
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not　understand　him．　His　acts　above　show　his　brotherly　love　for　Aron．
Nexし，　Cal　is　so　smart　as　to　avail　himse迂of　the　war　and　successfully　eam
皿oney　．　However，　he　does　not　see皿　to　use　any　artユfice　しoward　others・　For
instance，　he　is　frank　when　he　close8　a　deal　with　Will　Ha皿i1しon　and　he　asks
Cathy　（Kaしe》　to　borrow　five　t血ousand　dollars；　there　is　no　aエtifice　in　his
speech　and　behavior．　Furしhermore，　we　geしan　impression　that　Cal　is　皿uch　more
innocent　in　the　movie．　An　ingenuous　smile　appears　across　his　face　while　he
listens　to　Abra　in　the　field　of　flowers，　as　he　talks　with　his　fa凪iユy　and　Mr．
Albrecht　in　the　front　garden　of　his　houser　and　so　on．　The　scene　showing　Cal　in
しhe　field　of　beans　is　also　deserved　to　be　noted．　Cal　desiresしo　make　a　profiし
fro皿Uhe　beans　for　his　faUher　and　accordingly　he　looks　forward　しo　Uhe　growth
of　Uhe　beans．　He　goes　to　the　field　everY　day　and　observes　the　beans　wiUh
evident　joy，：Lying　on　t　le　ground　or　skipPing　abouL　His　face　aロd　behavior　are
fuユユof　innocence．
In　connection　with　the　above，　it　should　aユs◎　be　added　that　Cal　betrays　his
e皿oしi◎ns．　In・the　nove1，　he　almost　aユways　tries　as　much　aε　he　can　to　hide　his
feeユings．　This　is　contrast　to　Aron・
　　　　　　　　　Nearly　everyone　preferred　Aron　with　his　golden　hair　and　the　openness
　　　　　　　　　that　a1ユowed　his　affection　to　Plunge　like　a　pupPy．　Cal’s　emotions
　　　　　　　　　hid　deep　in　hi皿　and　peered　out，　ready　to　retreat　or　attack・
　　　　　　　　　（Chap。27，　p．348｝
工nthe皿ovie，　however，　Cal　smiユes　when　he　has　an　enjoyable　time　and　he　cries
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for　sorrow　when　his　father　refuses　his　birUlday　present。　Thaし　is　to　say，　he
expresses　his　feelings　directユy　unlike　his　character　in　the　novel．　On　Uhis
account，　Cal，　as　he　apPears　inしhe　moVie，　has皿any皿ore　human　touche＆
Iwill　now　leave　Cal　and　turn　to　Aron．工ndeed　Aron　is　considered　to　be　good，
buしhe　is　noしnecessarily　good　fro皿the　viewpoint　of　his　attitude　to　Cal．　We
should　not　overlook　Uhat　his　attitude　in　the　movie　differs　entirely　fro皿　his
attitude　in　the　nove1．
At　first　he　has　a　warm　interest　in　CaL　In　the　scene　where　Cal　is　going　out　at
night，　Aron　looks　at　the　retreating　figure　of　Cal　with　an　anXious　look．　In　the
scene　where　they　help　their　faUher　with　his　business，　Aron　sees　Ada皿　t旦lkmg
to　Cal　and　Says　しo　Abra　with　a　s皿ile，　lts　He’s　praisinq　Cal，　and　Caユ「s　lapPing
it　up！”There　apPears　to　be　no　malice　to　Cal　in　Aron’s　beh己Vior．
But　as　Uhe　8tory　goes　on，　Aron’s　attitユ累de　tρ　Cal　changes：he　acquires　a　sense
of　rivalry　with　Cal．　After　the　scuff：le　occurred　in　front　of　Mr。　Albrechし’s
house，　Aron　is　displeased　to　see　that　Abra　has　Calts　coat，　in　her　hands，
because　iし　means　that　she　has　皿eし　Ca1．　Combined　wit．h　Uhe　thought　that　Uhe
scuffle　has　been　caused　by　Cal，　Aron　shouしs　at　him　in　fierce　anger：
Ca1：You’re　al1　righし？
Aron：　YOU　had　t，o　st21rt　slugging，
　　　　　showing　off　for　he「？
Ca1：　　Huh？
Aron：Y◎U　had　to　start　slugging。
Caユ：　Iwas　tcyingしo　heユp　y（》u。
didn’t　you．　What　were　you　doing，
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Aron：Idon’t　need　your　help．
Ca1：1　was　trying　to　help，　Aron．
Aron：If　you　wanna　slug　People，　do　iしfor　yourself，　not　for　me．　You
　　　　　don’しlie　to　me　about　tryingしo＿．
Aron’s　words　drive　Cal　to　distraction　and　he　gives　Aron　a　few　good　beatinqs．
Abra　cannot　stand　しo　see　the　fiqht，　so　she　intervenes　to　stop　it．　Cal　goes　to
a　bar，　while　Aron　enters　in　凹r．　Albrecht’s　house．　Abra　follows　Cal　into　the
bar，　where　Aron　comes　for　heL　Then　he　gives　Cal　a　vicious　look　from　behind
for　a　littユe　while．　We　can　say　with　fair　certainty　that　Uhe　hatred　for　Cal
beginsしo　well　up　in　the　heart　of　Aron．
A　few　days　later　a　birt．hday　party　is　held　for　Adam。　Two　sons　each　have　a
present　for　hi皿：Cal　gives　皿oney　that　he　has　made　and　Aron　informs　Adam　thaし
Abra　and　he　are　engaged．　Cal　hands　Ada皿皿oney　wrapped　in　paper　firs1L　Ada皿is
urged　to　unwrap　it　anq　is　doing　thatr　when　Aronしells　of　Uheir　engage皿enL工し
is　possible　for　Aron　to　make　their　engage皿ent㎞own　after　Ada皿finishes
opening　the　present　fro皿　Caユ；　neverしhelesst　he　hinders　Adam　from　opening　it
and　calls　Ada皿’s　attention　to　him．　We　cannot　help　saying　that　Aron　does　so　on
purpose．　As　a　resultr　Adam’s　attention　completely　shifts　fro皿　Cal　to　Aron・
Adam　is　very　pleased　at　their　engagement　and　blesses　them　say　Lng，“‘Icouldn’し
wish　for　anything　nice。　Oh，　lovely　birUhday　present！”　and　ti’But　I　can’し
imagine　haVing　anyt血inq　beししer　than　this！”，　and　consequently　Cal　is　left　out
in　the　cold；　this　is　just　what　Aron　has　aimed　aし　He　must　have　been　scheming
for　thisr　for　he　appears　to　have　so皿e　ulterior　motive　when　he　follows　Adam，
Cal　and　Abra　inしo　the　roo皿．　He　looks　around　the　room　decorated　by　Cal　and　Abra
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with　a　sinister　face．　Aron　inしends　to　let　Cal　rea1ize　clearly　thaしAda皿10ves
afon　more　than　Cal　and　thaし　aton　and　Abra　ユove　each　other．　Cal　hopes　Ada皿
1ikes　his　present　which　is　given　ouし　of　pure　love　for　hi皿．　Therefore，　it　is
concievable　that　his　anticipation　and　tension　reach　a　climax　when　Adam　is
abouし　to　open　the　presenし　Unfortunaしely，　at　that　moment　Cal　has　to　be　kept
waiting　and　feels　皿iserabユe．　When　we　eXPlore　into　his　feelings　in　depth，
there　is　no　doubt　that　Aron　is　extremely　unkind　tO　him．工t　fo1ユ，ows　from　what
has　been　discussed　thaし　Ca1’s　good　nature　is　brought　out　皿ore　in　the　皿ovie
than　in　Ule　novelr　on　Uhe　other　hand，　an　evil　nature　is　given　to　Aron　in　the
皿ovie；consequent」．y，　Cal’s　personality　and　Aron’s　are　closer　in　the皿ovie．
Further　nore，　it　is　absolutely　necessary　to　notice　the　followinq　scene　where
Aron　let8　0ut　his　pent－up　feelings　againsし　Cal．　After　Ada皿　refuses　Caユ’s
birUhday　present，　Cal　goes　ouしof　Uhe　house　wailing．1皿mediaしely　Abra　fol1Qws
hi皿　although　Aron　tries　to　sしop　her．　rrhen　Cal　and　Abra　disapPear　behind　Uhe
weeping　t工凸ee　and　Aron　can　only　hear　Cal　sobbing　and　Abra　consoling　hi皿．　He
calls　her　name，　buし　she　does　noし　leave　Cal「s　side　for　a　whi】，e．　As　I　have
mentiQned　before，　it　is　hiqhly　unpleasant　for　ArQn　thaし　she　treat」3　Cal　with
kindness，　and　thaしdefy　Lng　Aron。　Because　of　this，　he　abuses　Caユverbally：
Aron：　Don’t　you　ever　しouch　her　again。　I　don’t　trust　you．　You’re　noし
　　　　　good。　You’re　皿ean　and　vicious　and　wild．　And　you　always　have
　　　　　been．　You㎞◎w　it，　don’しyou？Father　and工have　put　up　with
　　　　　every皿e∈m　and　vicious　thing　you　could　think　of　ever　since
　　　　　you”re　a　child。　But，　we’ve　aユways　forgiven　you。　But　now　I　don’t
　　　　　want　you　to　qo　near　Abra。：【　don’t　want　You　t◎　taユk　with　her。
　　　　　Just　sしay　away　from　her．
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The　novel　has　no　scenes　where　Aron　thinks　or　says　thaしAdam　and　he　have　been
troubled　by　Cal．　Indeed　it　is　t．rue　in　the　novel　that　Aron　considers　Cal　to　be
tricky　and　he　is　actually　teased　by　Cal　from　しime　to　ti皿e，　but　he　never
dislikes　Ca1。　On　the　contraryr　the　words　of　Aron　in　the　abQve　qUotation
prove　clearly　しhat　Aron　hates　Cal　in　the　皿ovie．　rPhe　co皿petitive　spirit　and
detestation　are　the　reasons　why　Aron　does　something　malicious　しoward　Cal．
ApParentユy，　their　relationship　is　much　worse　in　the　movie　Uhan　in　the　nove1．
Secondユy，工would　like　しo　take　up　the　relationship　between　the　brothers　and
their　father．　It，　will　be　st辿died　fro皿the　standpoint　of　Adam’s　emotions　toward
his　two　sons．
When　we　consider　their　relationship　in　the　novel，　it　is　Lee　wh◎must　noししo　be
forgotten．　Adan　is　a　living　corpse　for　a　long　time　after　Cathy　（Kate）　shoots
hi皿and　runs　away　from　home，　so　much　so　that　he　almost　cann◎t　be　interested　in
his　sons　and　entirely　leaves　Uhe　care　of　t　lem　t，o　Lee．　He　iε　not　a　father
worUb　speakmg　of，　and　as　a　result，　Lee　as8umes　the　role　of　the　broUherst
parentS．　　　’
They【Cal　and　Aron］㎞ew　h加［Adam］as　a　presence－as　ear8　Uhat
hear　but　did　not　list£n，　eyes　Ulat　lo◎ked　and　did　not　nQtice。　He　was
acloud　of　a　fatぬer．　The　boys　had　never　leamed　to　te－hj皿of　their
i豆しerests　and　discoveries，　or　of　U塞eir　脆eeds．　Lee　had　been　their
c◎ntact　witll　Ule　adult　world，　and　Lee　had皿anaged　noしonly　to　ra山3e，
feed，　clothe，　and　discipline　Uhe　boys，　but　he　had　a18◎given　the皿a
respect　for　Uleir　fatheL（Chap．28，　p．352）
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Not　only　because　such　an　unusual　relationship　is　established　over　a　period　of
皿any　years　but　also　because　Adam　lacks　paternity　somewhaし，　it　is　difficult　to
change　t．heir　relationship　to　a　nor皿al　parent－child　one．　HenCe　Ada皿　takes　a
war皿　interest　in　his　sons　and　皿akes　efforしs　tb　understand　them　afしer　he
det．er皿ines　to　sしarしhis　life　over　again　with　Uhe皿，　but　their　relationship　does
noしmake　much　progress．　Namely，　Ada皿　does　not　go　any　furしher　than　asking　his
sons　passing　questions　about　classes　and　daily　happenings，　and　so　it　is
impossible　for　him　to　co皿e　to　know　t．hem　well．　We　have　to　say　Ulat　he　remains
unconcemed　about　his　sons「he　is　highly　dependent　on　Lee　as　before．　Lee　get£
between　hi皿and　his　sons　and皿akes　up　for　his　shorしco皿ings　as　a　father．
In　しhe　movie，　however，1、ee◎r　so皿eone　like　hi皿　does　not　apPear．　A8　a　result，
Adam　has　more　opPortunit　Les　to　be　in　direct　contact　with　Cal　and　Aron．　rrhe
following　words　of　Adam　epitontze　what　he　thinks　of　each　of　his　sons：
Adam：Thought　Less？He’s　iロconsideraしe．　I　don’し㎞ow．1’皿at　my
　　　　　　ropes　end　with　that　boy．　I　don’t　understand　hi皿Inever　have．
　　　　　　Aront　I’ve　understood　since　he　was　a　child．
To　him　Cal　is　a　defianし　and　enig皿atic　son，　while　hron　is　an　obedient　and
sensible　one。　Judging　from　the　way　he　speaksr　he　has　trouble　handling　Cal．　In
しhe　early　parしof　the　movie，　Adam　talks　about　cold　storage　eamestユy　with　Wm
Hamilton．　He　want．s　tQ　get　into　the　cold　storaqe　business．　First　Aron　j　oins
their　conversation　and　Ulen　Cal　does．工t　is　imporしanし　Uhat　each　response　Qf
Ada皿to　their　remarks　is　entユreユ．y　different　from　each　other。　Let　us　begin　by
considering　his　aしtitude　toward　Aron．　He　tells　Will　what　Aron　しhinks　of　the
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business：
Ada皿：Now　my　son，　Aron，　that　isダUlinks　I皿ay　ha▽e　a　good　idea　here．
Aron：Dad　wrapPed　a　head　of　leしtuce　in　a　piece　of　wax　paper　and　keep
　　　　　it　in　our　ice　box　for　over　Ulree　week8　and　it　sti⊥l　came　out
　　　　　fresh　and　good。　And　is　that　quite　riqht，　Ded？
Adam：Quite　right，　son．
Adam　is　greatユy　pleased　that　Aron　approves　of　his　idea．　He　listens　to　Aron
talking　with　satisfaction　and　shows　affection　for　Aron　by　putting　his　hand　on
his　shoulder。　But　on　the　other　hand，　he　is　very　cool　toward　Cal．　Cal　keeps
standing　near　Ada皿and　Will　after　Aron　starしs　looking　around　the　icehouse　with
Abra．　Ada皿　perceives　Cal　as　having　so皿ething　to　say　and　let£　Cal　qive　his
opinion　with　a　sulky　look　insしead　of　a　smile．
Ca1：
will：
Ca1：
I　read　it　in　the　Monterey　Newspaper　Ubaし　if　we　get　in　t．hiε
war，　well　nowr　there　are　gonna　be　sQ皿e　forしunes　made．　But
you’re　gonna　皿ake　’e皿　in　beans　and　com　and　stuff　like　thaし
You　don’t　need　all　this　ice。
You’re　perfecし1y　righL　Beans　are　up　to　three　cents．　You’re
qonna皿ake　a　profit　you　plant　beans．
Yeah，　and　you　can　keep　it　too，　don’しit。
Adam：Buし1’m　not　parしicularly　inしerested　in　making　a　profitダCa1．
Cal　suggest£　　anotller　business　idea　しo　Adam・　He　thinks　that　it　is　皿ore
efficient　and　profitable　廿lan　the　cold　storage　business．　This　means　Ulat　he
does　not　agree　with　Ada皿’s　idea．　Adam　denies　Ca］！s　idea　as　soo皿as　he　hears　iし
Of　course　it　isしrue　that　they　are　quite　unlike　in　their　way　of　thinking　and
values．　Besides，　it皿ight　be　natural　for　hu皿an　to　be　pleased　at　obtaining　an
othefs　apProval　and　tρ　be　unpleased　at　皿eeting　with　oPPo8itユon。　However，　it
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is　not　only　because　Ada皿had　a　differenしopinion　from　Cal’s　that　he　does　not
pay　much　attention　to　Cal’s　and　brings　their　conversation　to　an　end。　Even　if
Ada皿does　not　think　Uhat　Cal’s　idea　is　good，　it　is　possible　for　hi皿to　皿ake　a
more　considerate　responseしo　it岬We　therefore　conclude　Ulat　Ada皿does　noしhave
enough　affection　for　Cal　to　lend　a　ready　ear　to　him．
It　is　also　necessaryしo　consider　Adam’s　atしiしude　when　he　gives　Cal　a　scolding．
In　all　cases　it　is　natural　that　Cal　should　be　scolded，　but　the　importanしpoint
to　note　is　Adam’s　way　of　scolding．　For　examplet　when　Cal　has　slept　away　from
ho皿e　without　per皿ission　the　previous　nighし，　Adam　complains　about　iし　しo　Wiユl
Hamilton．　In　spite　of　Cal「s　being　there，　Adam　does　not　feel　like　scolding　him
しohis　face．　This　shows　that　he　is　di8gusted　with　Cal　and　tums　his　back　on
Cal　to　so皿e　degree。
Another　example　occurs　inしhe　scene　where　Adam　makes　Cal　read　the　Bible　aloud
in　order　t◎　call　on　hi皿　to　reflect　on　his　haVinq　put，　the　ice　down．　Cal　reads
not　only　Ule　body　of　the　Bible　but　also　the　verse　numbers　in　wiユful　defiance，
as　I　have　mentioned　before，　so　Uhat　Ada皿i8　enraged　at　his　behavior：
Adam：You　have　no　repentance。　You’re　bad：through　and　through　bad．
Aron：Excuse　me，1’1ユgo　out　and　wait　for　Abra．
Ca1：　You’re　right●Ia皿bad。　I　know　that　for　a　long　time．
Ada皿：工didntt　mean　that，　Ca1．　I　spoke　in　anger．
（語ユ：　Well，　it！s　txue．　dron　is　a　good　one．　　　　　　・
Mthough　Ada皿utしers　the　first　words　under　the　influence　of　hot　anger　and　Cal
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acknowledges　himself　しo　be　bad，　there　is　nQ　doubt　that　his　words　of　”You’re
bad：　through　and　through　bad．”　co皿e　home　to　Cal．　Cal　is　forced　to　realize
keenlY　that　he　is　bad　and　his　fat　ler　considers　hi皿しo　be　bad　over　again．　These
scenes　where　Adam　castβ　reproach　on　Cal　in　a　contemptuous　and　cold　皿anner
bring　the　lack　of　his　affection　for　Caユinto　sharp　relief．
Fro皿whaしhas　been　discussed　above　we　can　conclude　that　Ada皿10ves　Aron皿◎re
than　Cal．「Phis　is　t．rue　for　the　novel，　but　Ulere　is　a　greaしdifference　between
Ule　movie　aRd　the　nove1：Ada皿is　conscious　Ulat　he　IGves　Aron距ore　than（二al　in
the　movie　and　he　iS　not　in　the　novel．
Thirdly，　Caユ　and　Abra　will　be　discussed．工　would　like　to　focus　atしention　on
the　dissimilarities◎f　her　attitude　toward　him　in　Uhe　novel　as　compared　to　the
movie．　There　are，　in　fact，　notal）：Le　diSSi皿」Lユarities　beしween　them．
In　the　novel，　the　brothers　and　Abra　first，皿ake　one　anothe】fs　acquairltance　when
they　are　eleven　years　old　and　she　is　ten。　Aron　and　Abra　faユユin　love　with　each
other　i㎜ediate取，　but　on　the　other　hand，　she　fo皿s　a　poor　impression　of　Cal
because　he　takes　advantage　of　her　weakness　that　she　wantsしo　be　an　adult　and
皿akes　herユose　her　equanimity。
　　Abra㎞ew　she　was　losing　not　only　the　batUe　but　the　whole　war．
She　began　しo　bate　this　boy　［Cal】・　In　her　皿ind　she　went　over　the
deadlY　retort8　she㎞ew　and　gave　them　all　up　in　helplessne8s，
feeling　they　would　have　no　effecAL（Chap．27，　p．350》
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After　a　while　Aron　and　Abra　co皿e　しo　be　fir皿1y　unit，ed　by　passionate　love．　Cal
t・ie・t・j。in　them・but・he・cann・し3　they　c・mplet・1y　di・regatd　hi・presence．　al、ra
keeps　her　distance　fro皿Ca1．
Howeverf　Aron’s　entrance　into　college　brings　abouしa嘲or　turning　point　in
the　relationship　between　Cal　and　Abra．　It　is　not　until　Aron　goes　away　しo
colleqe　that　she　really　getβt，o　know　Ca1．　But　st　Lll　she　does　not　like　hi皿in
Ule　beginningダas　can　be　seen　in　the　following　quotation：
　　　AbouしCal　she　【Abra】　couldn’t　decide．　He　disturbed　her　someti皿es
with　anger，　sometimes　with　pain，　and　sometimes　wit．h　curiosity．　He
seemed　to　be　in　a　perpetuaユ　conしest　with　her．　She　didn’t　know
whether　he　liked　her　or　nott　and　so　she　didn’t　like　him．　She　was
relieved　when，　calling　at　the　Trask　house，　Caユ　was　not　しhere，　し0
100k　secretユy　at　her，　judge，　apPraise，　considerr　and　look　away　when
she　caught　him　at　it．（Chap。44，　p．494）
Abra　frequentユy　visit．s　the　Trask　house　afしer　school　and　helps　I、ee　cook　as　she
t．alks，　aしthe　sa皿e　time　she　gives　Aron’s　love　f6r　her　plenty　of　thought　and
wonders　if　he　really　loves　her．　In　the　皿eanti皿e　she　beco皿es　aware　that　her
e皿oUons　toward　Cal　are　varying．　Having　eamed凪oney　to　make　up　his　fatheゴs
loss　on　Ule　cold　storage　business，　Cal　brings　it　ho皿e　in　high　spirits　one
evening。　At　Ulisしi皿e　there　is　a　marked　change　in　her　emotions　toward　Caユ。
　　　tt工　don「t　Uhink　I　ever　saw　you　［Cal］　so－－　gay，　t，　Abra　said，　”I
don’t　think　I　ever　saw　you　gay　at　alL”　She　discovered　in　herself　a
warmth　for　hi皿．（Chap。44，　p．499）
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She　getお　to　talk　about　Aron　wit．h　Cal　as　well　as　Lee　and　wants　to　know　about
Cal．　This　is　a　sign　that　she　admit．s　hi皿inしo　confidence．
When　Abra　knows　Uhat　Aron　has　joined　t．he　army　of　his　owa　free　will　because　he
cannot　bear　the　facし　his　皿other　is　a　prosしiしute，　she　is　fina：Lly　convinced
UhaしAron　lives　in　his　privat£　world．　In　other　words，　he　is　a　man　who　cannot
accept　realities　against　his　wishes，　and　does　not　even　dy　しo　accepし　such
realities．　She　says　definitely　to　Cal　that　she　has　not　loved　Aron　any　more　and
besides，　she　thinks　that　it　might　be　Cal　who皿　she　really　loves。工n　the　final
parしof　the　story　Cal　and　Abra　realize　thatしhey　are　in　love　wiしh　each　other，
工will　now　consider　how　her　e皿otions　toward　Cal　change　in　the皿ovie．　At　first
she　does　noし　1ike　him，　which　is　the　sarne　as　in　the　novel．　For　her，　Cal　is
enig皿atic　and　uncanny，　so　she　cannot　have　a　friendly　feelings　toward　hi皿。
Aron：What’s・the・matter，　Abra？Don’t　you　like　Ca1？
Abra：Oh，工guess　I　don’しknow　hi皿very　wel1．
Aron：工love　hi皿．
Abra：Well，　nauralr　he’s　your　brother．　Ile’s　scary．
Aron：Scary？
Abra：H「m．　When　he　looks　at　you。　Sorta　like　an　anima1．　I　don’t㎞ow．
　　　　　…｛escareS　me．　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　、
Moreover，　in　the　followinq　scene　Aron　and　Abra　exchange　kisses　and　she　gentユy
caresses　his　head，　Cal　peeps　at．　Ulem　through　Ule　block　of　ice．　When　they　are
aware　of　Uhaし，　Aron　laughs　it　off　but　she　feels　ext工eme：Ly　nervous　of　Cal　and
fearfully　tries　to　escape　his　gaze．
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In　strong　c◎ntrast　t◎　the　above，　however，　Abra　speaks　fami：Liarly　with　Caユ　when
she　brings　lunch　for　Aron　tρ　the　place　where　people　prepare　tρ　transporし
leしtuce　to　New　York．　As　has　been　discussed　earlierワ　it　takes　Cal　and　盈〕ra
several　years　tρbecome　friendly　in　the　novel．　On　Ule　other　hand，　in　the皿ovie
they　begin　to　get　friendly　earlier　on。「Phis　is　especiany　eVident　when　Abra
begins　to　have　a　hearし一to－hearし　talk　with　Cal　in　the　very　beginning　of　the
stρry．　Because　of　the　difference　beしween　Uhe　novel　and　阻ovie，　this　taユk
de8erves　careful　at’しention．工n　Ulis　scene　she　talks　to　hi皿　about，　an　episode
Uhat　she　has　thrown　away　her　stepmothe】ノs　ring　in　the　river　as　a　child．　She
しells　hi珊　how　bitter　and　lonely　she　has　felt　at　thaし　time：　she　has　just
desired　for　her　faUler　しo　love　her，　but　it　has　not　been　realized。　This　point
will　be　discus8ed　in　detail　in　the　nexしchapしer．　Reveaユinq　a　hard　experience
in　her　childhood　is　indicative　that　Abra　opens　her　hearししo　CaL　Perhaps　it　is
impossible　f◎r　her　to　reveal　the　episode　to　Aron　who　imagines　she　is　good．
After　she　talks　for　so皿e　t血e，　she　smooths　Ca1’s　disheveled　hair　and　then　they
hold　each　oUhefs　gaze．　We　can　read　their　expressions　as　conveying　the　first
qlea皿　of　love。　It　皿ay　be　worUI　pointing　out，　in　Passin9，　that　a　tune　which
Ar◎n　and　Abra　are　hu㎜ing　in　the　early　parしis　used　effectユvely　in　Ule　movie．
The　scenes　where　the　tune　is　played　show　Uhat　the　love　gradually　grows　up
between　Cal　and　Abra．　In　the　scene　where　they　ho：Ld　each　otheゴs　gaze　in　the
field　of　flowers，　the　tune　is　played　for　the　first　t血e。〔9｝
Besides，　on　a　festival　nighしCaユhelps　Abra　out　when　she　has　troUb：Le　dec1ming
a　strange　皿an’s　invitatj，on　and　keeps　her　company。　Caユ　and　Abra　enj◎y
themseユves　as　if　they　areしhe　lovers．　On　the　Ferris　wheel　they　exchange】dsses，
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which　makes　it　clear　that　they　love　each　ot　ler．　We　can　say　with　fair　cerしainty
Uhaしher　affection　is　shifしing　from　Aron　to　Cal　alUlough　she　tries　to　deny　iし
Cal　and　Abra　already　find　しhaし　Uhe　affection　grows　up　between　Uhem　in　the
middle　of　しhe　story。　Late　during　Ulat　night　Cal　visits　Abra’s　room　on　the
second　floor．　As　Joseph　R．　Millichap　points　out，　it　is　the　scene　that　re皿inds
us　of　the　baユcony　scene　in　R（）meo　and　Juヱゴet．“o〕　He　tells　her　in　confidence
Uhat　he　has　succeeded　in　earning　the　sa皿e　a皿ount　of　his　fathe】♂s　loss　and　asks
her　to　help　him　prepare　a　birthday　parしy　for　his　father．　Moreover，　Cal　wantS
her　t．◎be　present　at　the　par「しy　where　he　is　supPoSed　to　qive　the　money　to　his
father．　Abra　gives　her　ready　consent　to　his　request；　nevert」beless　he　makes
sure　whether　she　really　has　the　intention　of　helping　him．　He　says　no　words　of
love，　but　we　can　inferしhat　he　needs　her。
Ada皿σs　birthday　arrives　and　Cal　and　Abra　decorate　the　roo皿　and　get　a　皿eaユ
ready　for　the　parしy　toget　ler．　She　puts　much　affecしion　for　Cal　intx）Ule　word8，
t’xou　look　wonderful．”　What　is　more　i皿porしanしis　that　Abra　pulls　back　quickly
contrary　しo　his　expectation　when　Aron　draws　her　close　t，o　hi皿　at　the　party．
This　is　the’expre5sion　of　her　intenしion：　she　has　lost　her　love　for　Aron　and
feels　a　love　for　Cal．
Thus　we　see　that　because　the　change　of　Abra’s　feelings　toward　Caユ　begins　to
occur　in　　the　　ear】」，er　parし　of　tle　stOryt　the　　movie　　conveys　that　the
relationship　between　Cal　and　Abra　deepens　steadily　as　the　story　unfolds　itself．
Let皿e　stress　again　thaしher　relationship　with　Cal　has　a　great　influence　on
the　re二Lationship　between　Caユand　Aron：Uhe　shift　of　her　heart　causes　bad　blood
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between　tlle　brothers，　which　is　one　of　the　reasons　why　the　tragedy　hapPen＄at
the　ending．　However，　what　is　the　most　significant　is　thaし　Abra’s　fir皿
affection　saves　Cal　from　ruin　wit．h　Uhe　help　of八da皿in　Uhe　last＄cene　Qf　t．he皿
ovie．
Chapt．er　2
With　what　has　been　discussed　in　the　previous　chapter　in　mind，工will　now　sしudy
what　the　movie　version　of　East　of　Eden　apPeaユs　to　us．　When　I　consider　itr工
would　like　to　しake　note　of　two　insしances　in　which　Abra　speaks．　Neither　of
these　instances　appear　in　the　novel，　therefore　it　is　likely　thaしthey　provide
some　clues　in　inteq》reting　the　movie．
One　is　deliVered　in　t　le　SCene　Where　Abra
experience　in　the　field　of　flowers：
talks　to　Cal　about　the　childhood
Abra：工　thought　he　didin’t　love　me．　That　made　皿e　feel　awfu1．　Girls
　　　　　love　their　fathers　terribly．
Cal：　Do　t　ley？
Abra：My皿other　died　when　I　was　t．hirしeen．　Dad　got皿arried　again　soon
　　　　　afしer　Ulat殉Did　you　knovしhat？
Cal：　No，　I　don’しknow　thaし
Abra：Are　you　interested　in　hear　ing　about　me？
Cal：　　Yeah．
Abra：When　Dad　got　ma∬ied　again　and　it　made　皿e　sick．　I　just　hated
　　　　　everybody．　I　　used　　to　　sit　　and　just　　glared　　at　peoPle，　I
　　　　　wouldntしeven　answer　when　they　spoke　to　me．
Cal：　Why　are　youしelling皿e　all　this？
Abar：　I　want　to．　I　was　that　way　for　皿onUhs．　I　just　haしed　everybody．
　　　　　And　I　Uhought　nobody　in　しhe　wor：Ld　loved　me．　It　was　awful．　And
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then　I　found　tユ｝is　rinq　that　Dad　qave　my　new　mother　and　so　I
took　it．　and　threw　it　away　in　tlle　river．
工n　addition　to　her　motheゴs　deathダher　fathe】♂s　re皿arriage　musしhave　made　her
very　loneユy．　Abra　has　been　afraid　of　losing　his　love　and　desired　to　have　his
affection　to　herself，　so　she　has　しried　to　draw　his　aしtention　to　her　by
throwing　her　sしepmother’s　ring　away　in　the　river・Fro皿　her　own　experience　she
relaしes　earnestユy　how　lonely　and　heartrending　not　being　loved　is。　Loneliness
and　anguish　warps　one’s　disposition・　Cal’s　situaしion　is　similar　しQ　hers　aし
that　time．　Abra　has　thrown　the　ring　away　in　order　to　gain　her　faUher’s
affection，　while　Cal　makes　money　and　intends　to　give　iしas　a　birthday　present
so　thaし　his　father　will　apPreciate　his　reaユ　wort」b　and　love　hi皿．　He　loves　his
father，しherefore　he　want．s　his　father　to　love　h血back．　Eaming皿oney　is　an
eXPression　of　his　love　for　his　faUher．　Unforしunately，　however，　his　faしber　does
not　return　his　love．　Anguish　tums　inしo　rage，　haしred　and　jealousy；these
e皿otions　drive　Caユ　しo　revenge　himself．　To　put　iしanoしher　wayr　the　rooし　cause
of　Uhe　tragedy　is　that　his　father　and　broUler　do　not　give　Cal　enough　affection．
The　other　words　come　in　the　last　part：
Abra：　But　it’s　awful　not　to　be　loved．　工t’s　Uhe　worst　thing　in　the
　　　　　wor：Ld．　Don’t　ask　me　how　工　know　that，just　I　know　ilL　It　makes
　　　　　your　it皿akes　you　mean　and　Violent　and　cruel・And　thaVs　the
　　　　　way　Cal　has　always　felt　all　his　life．　I　know　you　didn’t　皿ean
　　　　　itしo　be　that　way，　but　it「s　true．　You　never　gave　hi皿your　love，
　　　　　you　never　asked　him　for　his，　you　never　asked　hi皿for　one　thing．
　　　　　Caユ！s　going　away，　Mr・Trask，　but　before　he　goes…　He　did　some
　　　　　thing　very　bad　and　I’m　not　asking　you　to　forgive　him・You　have
　　　　　しo　give　him　so皿e　sign　you　love　him．　Or　e：Lse　he「11　never　be　a
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皿an・　He’11　just　keep　on　feeユ，ing　guilty　and　alone　unless　you
release　him。　Please　help　him．　工　love　Ca1，　Mr．　Trask，　and　I
want　him　to　be　who］，e　and　strong・And　you　are　the　only　one　who
can　do　iし．　Try，　please　切．工f　you　couldr　if　you　couid　ask　him
for　something．　Leし　him　help　you　so　that　he　really　knows　you
love　him．　Oh　let　hi皿do　for　you．
Cal　takes　Aron　to　Cath】〆s　（Kate’s》　whoreh◎use　and　shows　hi皿his　mother　afしer
his　present　is　r∈！jected　by　Ada皿　at　しhe　parしy。　Aron　becomes　half　mad　with　しhe
terrible　shock　and　determines　to　join　the　army　in　desperaしion，　and　added　to
this，　Adam　suffers　a　stroke　when　he　sees　Aron　go　t，o　t　le　battユefield　by　freight
train．　Cal　feels　acute　re皿orse　for　what　he　has　done．
Abra　kmows　that　Ada皿’s　love　enables　Caユ　t◎　get，　over　his　tribulation　and　she
te11s　about　the　i皿portance　and　necessity　of　being　loved．　She　pleads　with　Ada皿
to　qive　his　love　しo　Caユ，　Ulat　is，　to　ask　Ca1　しo　do　so皿eUhing　in　order　to　show
his　love．　She　desperately　want．s　to　save　Calダ　because　she　loves　him；　it　is
nothing　else　but　the　love　for　Cal　which　皿akes　her　to　entreat　Ada皿．　Her　love
begetS　Ada皿’s　love；Adam　asks　Cal　to　dismiss　the　nurse　because　he　cannot　stand
her　and　asks　him　to　take　care　of　h加in　place　of　the　nurse．　Cal　then㎞ows
that　his　father　loves　and　needs　him　at　last－　Aβ　a　consequence，　Caユ　ca！1　take
delight　in　loving　others　and　being　loved。　Fro皿　what　has　been　said　so　far，　we
co皿e　to　the　conclusion　that　the　Ule皿e　of　this皿ovie　is　the　i鵬portance　of　love．
It　i8　symbolic　of　Ulis　the胆e　that　the　movie　closes　with　the　scene　where　Cal　is
pleased　about　his　fatheゴs　love　and　uies　to　return　iL
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rPime　and　the　character　are　exceedingly　limiしed　in　the　movie－－　limiしed　to　a
shorし　period　and　to　the　Trask　fa皿ily　and　Abra．　M◎reover，　the　apParent
皿ultiple　Uhemes　are　narrowed　down　to　only　one：　Ule　i皿portance　of　love．
Accordingly，　this　is．a　we11一㎞iしwork　and　it　succeeds　in　telling　how
significant　love　is。
Aユl　Uhe　dissinilarities　in　the　characters’　personalities　and　relatユonships
between　the　novel　and　the　movie　are　effective　in皿aking　the　the皿e　of　the　work
皿ore　conspicuous．　In　the　movie　Ca工　is　bett£r　and　Aron　is　a　littユe　worse，　and
Ada皿　has　the　intention　of　discri皿inating　between　his　two　sons．　These　things
arouse　our　sY皿pathy　and　throw　Caユ’s　stronq　desire　for　being　loved　and　agony
resulting　fro皿　Ulis　desire　intO　sharp　relief．　Further皿oret　iし　goes　without
saying　that　Abra　is　a　person　of　i皿porしance；her　speech　and　behaVior　influence
tle　work　more　profoundly　Uhan　in　the　novel．　It　is　because　her　love　is　deep
thaし　she　i8　given　the　crucial　task　of　8aVing　Cal。工　would　like　to　finish　by
quot血g　a　meaningful　passage　fro皿East・of・Eden．
　　　　　　　　　　　　工nuncertainty　I　am　certnin　that　underneath　their　topmost　layers
　　　　　　　　　of　frailty　men　want　t◎be　good　and　want　to　be　l◎ved。　Indeedr皿ost　of
　　　　　　　　　their　vices　are　atte皿pted　sh◎rし　cut8　t◎　10ve．　When　a　man　co皿es　しo
　　　　　　　　　die，　no　maしt£r　what　hiβta：LentS　and　influence　and　genius，　if　he　dies
　　　　　　　　　un1oved　his　life皿usしbe　a　failure　tO　hin　and　his　dying　a　c◎ld
　　　　　　　　　horror。（Chap．34，　pp。414－5）
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Notes
（1）John　Steinbeck，　Journaユof∂N（）ワeヱ∫The　East　of　Eden　Letters，
　　　（New　York：Penguin　Books，1990），P．4［January　29，　Monday］．
（2》John　Steinbeck，　Journ∂ユof　a　Noveユ：The　East　of　Eden　Letters，
　　p．8［February　12，　continued］．
（3》The　novel　consist£　of　fifity－five　chapters．　Cathy　（Kate）　gives　birth　しo
　　Cal　and　Aron　in　Chapter　17．　The　boys　are　eleven　years　old　in　Chapしer　24
　　and　fifteen　years　old　in　Chapter　37。　The　movie　starts　in　Ule　days　when
　　しhey　are　in　their　late　teens．
（4》The　editj．on　used　throughout　is　John　Steinbeck，　East　of　Eden（New　York：
　　Penguin　Books，1992）．　All　further　page　references　for　qUotations　from　the
　　novel　apPear　in　parentheses　in　the　texし．
（5》For　exampler　Ca工　takes　advantage　of　the　fact　that　Abra　has　asked　Aron　and
　　hi皿　about　their　皿other　and　puts　a　leading　qUestion　to　their　father　in
　　order　to　ascertain　whether　Uheir　moU｝er　is　really　dead：　“‘She’s　［Abra］　a
　　real　nice　girl，’　he　〔Ca1］　said．　画工　1ike　her　Know　why？　We：Ll，　she　said　しo
　　ask　you　where　our　m◎thefs　grave　is，　so　we　can　take　some　flowers！”
　　（Chap．28，　p．353）。
（6》There　is　a　passage　in　the　nove1：itHis【Cal］brain　probed　for　a　wea㎞ess
　　in　Abra，　and　so　clever　was　he　Uhat　he　found　one　alnosし　aし　once　in　her
　　words．．．．　Cal　sensed　this　［Jibra　wanしs　to　be　an　adulし】，　and　it　gave　hi皿
　　the　ins㎞爬ntしo　knock　down　her　anthil1。”（Chap．27，　p．349）。
（7）Aron　finds　Cal　out　and　critユcizes　him　for　his　dirty　deeds’　for　instance，
　　Cai　persecutes　Aron　with　relentユess　in」iユuences　about　their　raother　and
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　　　hurt£Aron　by　making　Abraしhrow　away　a　present　from　Aron．
　（8）East　of　Eden．Videotape．　ll5min．．　Dir．　Elia　Kazan．　With　James　Dean　and
　　　Julie　Harris．　Warner　Home　Video．1991．
　（9）The　tune　is　laしer　played　in　Ule　scene　where　Cal　and　Abra　exchange　kisses
　　　on　the　Ferris　wheel　and　inしhe　last　scene．
（10）Joseph　R．　Millichap，　Steinわeck∂ηd班ヱ辺，（New　York：Frederick　Ungar
　　　Publishing　Co．，1983）ダp．151．
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